
Catering   Rider   for    ROCKOKO     
(5   people)   

  
FLIGHTS   AND   LOCAL   
TRANSPORT:   
In   case   the   band   is   travelling   by   air,   the   
local   transport   has   to   be   provided   by   the   
contractor.   The   travel   party   counts   5   
people   (or   more   confirmed   by   email).   
Please   be   aware   that   the   band   is   
travelling   with   luggage   (4   hand   luggage   
plus   4   suitcases)   so   the   cars/van   need   to   
have   enough   space   in   the   back   for   this.     
  

UPON   ARRIVAL,   PLEASE   PROVIDE:   
-   Fruits   and   Vegetables;   
-   Plenty   of   drinks   (see   below);   
-   Sandwiches   and   snacks.   
  

TECHNICS:   
The   PA   should   be   ready   for   sound-check   (according   to   the    technical   rider   of   the   band )   
when   the   band   arrives   at   the   venue.   
  

WARDROBES/DRESSING   ROOMS:   
1   clean,   heated   and   closable   wardrobe   toilet,   mirrors,   power   connection   (5   power   
sockets   -   220V,   16A)   and   enough   seats   for   6   persons.   This   room   is   available   from   the   
moment   the   crew   arrives   till   the   moment   of   departure.   This   wardrobe   will   not   be   
shared   with   other   acts   and   is   only   available   for   the   band   and   its   crew.   The   key   has   to  
be   given   to   the   tour-manager   at   arrival.   This   person   will   return   the   key   by   the   time   of   
departure   of   the   band.   
  

FOOD:   
Please!    note   that   some   of   the   group   members   are   allergic   to   SESAME   SEEDS   
AND   OlL.   
The   band   and   crew   prefers   to   eat   warm   dinner   2   hours   before   set   time.   If   a   warm   
meal   is   not   available,   payout   is   15€   each   person.   
  

Please   prepare   a   warm   meal   for    5   people .   
-   One   warm   dish   each   persone   (no   sesame   seeds   and   oil,   no   fish);   
-   Breakfast.   If   unavailable,   payout   is   15€   each.   
DRINKS:   
-   Plenty   of   water   (with   and   without   bubbles)   minimum   1,5   l.   per   person,   per   night;   
-   6   Energy   Drinks   (Red   Bull)   and   Soft   drinks   (Coke,   Fanta,   Sprite,   etc.);   
-   10   x   0,5l   bottles   of   water   for   stage.   
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http://www.rockoko.com.ua/
http://rockoko.com.ua/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/ROCKOKO-Full-Technical-Rider.pdf


AFTER   THE   SHOW :     
When   it   concerns   a   show   after   9:00   PM   the   group   appreciates   a   late   night   snack   like   5   
pizzas   or   5   burgers.   Please   make   sure   the   delivery   of   these   goods   are   15   minutes   after   
the   show   in   case   the   band   leaves   early.   
  

HOTEL :     
In   case   the   band   is   staying   in   a   hotel   after   the   concert,   3   double   rooms   are   required   
with   breakfast   included.   
  

Contact:     
Volodymyr   Kotlyarov   
+380   (63)   267   73   55   
rockokomail@gmail.com   
  

Please   note   that   this   rider   is   a   part   of   the   booking   contract.   If   there   are   any   
changes   or   
questions,   please   address   these   to   our   Management.   Thanks!   
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https://www.facebook.com/symphomaster
mailto:rockokomail@gmail.com

